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The towering ESPLANADE CONDOMINIUM DEVELOPMENT rises 34-stories into
Toronto’s skyline. The Dryvit Fedderlite Panel System is being employed on the shear
walls for rapid completion of the beautiful structure.
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When delays push
a Toronto hi-rise
project into
winter-time, field
application of
exterior walls
becomes
impossible and an
alternative is
needed

t’s Toronto, and an exciting new
development is going up. The
Novotel Hotel and Esplanade Con-

dominium complex is situated amid
some of the city’s historic and cultural
landmarks. So far so good. But in
Toronto, like so much of Canada,
when the climate gets cold, the best-
laid construction plans need read-
justment.

The Novotel Hotel was completed
by late summer 1987, and the hotel
opened in the fall. The Esplanade
complex, a modern 34-story structure
in the shape of an airfoil, was to be
completed next and to feature two ex-



Right in the heart of Toronto, the new Novotel Hotel, adjacent to the ESPLANADE CONDOMINIUM DEVELOPMENT, utilized
an on-site application of the Dryvit Outsulation System.

terior wall systems—pre-cast concrete
as well as a field-applied Dryvit Out-
sulation System on 40,000 square feet
of shear wall. But then the cold set in.
Project delays, unrelated to exterior
wall installations, threatened to post-
pone completion. Winter was setting
in, and an on-site field application of
the exterior walls was now out of the
question.

Both the architects and developer
had to re-think the project to stay on
time. So a decision was made to try
Dryvit Fedderlite, a lightweight panel

Very importantly,
given the weather
the new panels
could be fabricated
onsite and indoors.
system with the ability to be applied
over most any substrate without de-
pendence on metal framing. The sys-
tem offers insulation and thermal ef-
ficiency with a fraction of the cost of
some other systems. Very importantly,
given the blustery weather conditions,
Fedderlite panels could be fabricated
on-site and indoors.

According to Laurie MacNeil,

branch manager of Thiele Drywall temperatures; and with Fedderlite
(1981) Ltd., installers of the system, panels, we didn’t lose any production
“Up here we get some pretty cold time once the bad weather set in.”

Nearly 20 years ago, Exterior
Insulation and Finish Systems
became a new way of life for
many plastering firms. Indeed, it
spearheaded dynamic growth
for many in our industry. In the
beginning, all EIFS application
technique was essentially field
applied. As time progressed,
panelization also became a
meaningful applicator/conductor
technique.

What about the future? In ad-
dition to field application, Dryvit
Systems, Inc. is betting on even
more unique panelization pro-
cedures that will enhance the
use of exterior insulation and
finish systems. For that reason,
they have established a sub-
sidiary company, Tech 21 Panel
Systems. The purpose of this
company is NOT to compete
with the applicator/contractor,
but to provide him with up-to-
date prefabrication technology
and components.

The Novotel project discussed
in the following article covers
two phases: a hotel (50,000
square feet) by the French firm
Novotel and a condominium
project (40,000 square feet)
designed in the shape of an air-
foil. The hotel was built with
“field-applied” Dryvit. The con-
domimium was designed and
built using Tech 21 Fedderlite
panels, which include Dryvit
Outsulation. Fedderlite panels
were specified because the
project had been delayed and
the schedule had to be speed-
ed up.

As indicated by Dryvit Senior
Vice President, Corporate
Development, Vincent Tambur-
rini, “We see even further growth
for EIFS for the benefit of the
plastering trade in future years
with new sophisticated paneliza-
tion techniques. That’s why we
feel we are just entering our
most exciting growth period.”
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The Esplanade shear walls are a
vital, visibly impressive and structurally
demanding aspect of the building. The
massive 40,000 square foot wall, on the
backside of the complex, is subjected
to significant negative wind suction.
The fastening system being used is like
a belt and suspenders type system,
designed to accommodate the substan-
tial wind load. Generally speaking, the
Fedderlite panels are mechanically
fastened into clips which are installed
on the shear wall. Since the structure
features two different substrates—a
cast-in-place and masonry block infill
—Fedderlite’s ability to be applied to
most any substrate became another
plus in the Novotel project.

Beginning in the late fall of 1987,
Thiele started manufacturing the
panels. The first stage was the cutting

The contractor set up his own Fedderlite “panel factory” on the premises on the
fourth floor of the condominium. Workers prepared the panels which were then
hoisted into position.

of the extrusion metal, which arrived
in 12-foot lengths and had to be
modified to satisfy the lengths required
on the panels. Following the initial cut-
ting, extrusions were punched out to
accommodate the clips on the wall.

Grooves were cut into the Dryvit In-
sulation Board to accept the extru-
sions. For this project, three separate
grooves were cut into each board; then
the three boards were butted together
in preparation to construct the for-
malized panels. Prior to butting the
boards together, the joints of the board
were glued using adhesive. After the
boards were joined together, adhesive
was also inserted into the grooves in

Panels are easily hoisted into position
using only a portable skip.

preparation for the extruded, light-
weight metal.

After the metal was set into the
Dryvit Insulation Board, the panel was
then transported from the extrusion
area to the first plastering station.
Dryvit Primus® and mesh were then
applied, an adhesive system adaptable
to temperatures dropping below 40°F.

Finally, the Dryvit finish was applied
—a combination of Quarzputz® and
Sandblast? to complement the precast
sections of the building. Once the
Dryvit finish was applied, each com-
pleted panel was then taken to the
“drying” area and placed on a rack.
Here, they dried for 24 hours and were
subsequently transported to the stag-
ing area and put into position to be
hoisted.
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Panels are easily attached to the wall using specially designed Fedderlite clips.
Attaching is fast and secure.

“Fedderlite has no structural fram-
ing,” says Laurie MacNeil of Thiele.
“And because of this, there is no need
to use heavy equipment, like a heavy
duty crane, for instance, to hoist up
panels. All we need is a portable skip
with a 1,500-2,000 lb. capacity. This
is an advantage to us.”

Installation of the Fedderlite panels
on the Esplanade’s enormous stretches
of wall went as follows: The Thiele
team drew a chalk line to establish
measurements for hanging lips, as well
as for precise hanging of the panels.
Holes in the clips were predrilled, and
then clips were installed. The panels
were then hung, and the fastening
screws were installed at the end of the
extrusions.

Initially the architects and developer
were not familiar with the panel
system, but are now considering it on
other projects as well.
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